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Sapling recognizes that our customers have varying demands and needs depending on the application. For 

this reason, we are pleased to offer many clock options to choose from in order to accommodate customers’ 

preferences. Sapling’s digital clocks can satisfy many applications with different size options, different 

housings and 4 different display colors: Red, Green, White and Amber. Our analog clocks are offered in 

round or square shape, different sizes and cases. You can purchase our clocks with standard hands and dials 

or we offer optional specialty dials and hand styles.

If you want to take your customization even further, Sapling can also print dials with the customer’s logo. 

We at Sapling pride ourselves on our high quality standards and in order to be able to print quality dials with 

the custom logo, we need to receive a high resolution digital file of the logo from the customer in one of 

the following formats:

• an EPS file format (vector line)

• an AI file format (Adobe Illustrator)

Sapling requires a high resolution copy of the logo in an EPS 

or AI file format (in CMYK), as these programs are designed 

and formatted for professional printing.  Other high resolution 

digital file formats (such as JPEG or PNG) might be acceptable 

for printing the dials, however if they are not formatted for 

professional printing, slight color variations in the logo can 

occur.  We print our dials directly from the file provided to us 

and, unless told otherwise, colors will print as formatted  in the 

logo file provided.

Before we print the dials, Sapling provides a digital proof in a PDF format to the customer for approval. This 

proof is for the custom logo positioning and proportions. However, the colors presented on the computer 

monitor (when viewing the proof) may not reflect the actual color printed on the dial because color tones 

vary from one computer monitor to another. If there are questions or concerns about exact color matches, 

please consult with your Sapling Sales Representative.

Having a dial with a custom logo is a great way to showcase your school, hospital or company, and create 

brand recognition. Sapling can take an ordinary looking clock and make it extraordinary. Please check out 

all of the options and design styles offered by Sapling before placing your next order for a synchronized 

clock system.

Our clock options can be found at: http://sapling-inc.com/options-forms/ 
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